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Squaraine Rotaxane as a Reversible Optical Chloride Sensor
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Abstract: A mechanically interlocked
squaraine rotaxane is comprised of a
deep-red fluorescent squaraine dye
inside a tetralactam macrocycle. NMR
studies show that Cl! binding to the rotaxane induces macrocycle translocation away from the central squaraine
station, a process that is completely reversed when the Cl! is removed from
the solution. Steady-state fluorescence
and excited-state lifetime measurements show that this reversible machine-like motion modulates several
technically useful optical properties, including a three-fold increase in deepred fluorescence emission that is observable to the naked eye. The excited
states were characterized quantitatively
by time-correlated single photon counting, femtosecond transient absorption
spectroscopy, and nanosecond laser

flash photolysis. Cl! binding to the rotaxane increases the squaraine excited
singlet state lifetime from 1.5 to 3.1 ns,
and decreases the excited triplet state
lifetime from > 200 to 44 ms. Apparently, the surrounding macrocycle quenches the excited singlet state of the encapsulated squaraine dye and stabilizes
the excited triplet state. Prototype dipsticks were prepared by adsorbing the
lipophilic rotaxane onto the ends of
narrow, C18-coated, reverse-phase
silica gel plates. The fluorescence intensity of a dipstick increased eighteenfold upon dipping in an aqueous solution of tetrabutylammonium chloride
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Introduction
There is a growing need for improved optical chemosensors
that can detect Cl! in various types of biological and environmental samples.[1, 2] At present, most of the commercially
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(300 mm) and was subsequently reversed by washing with pure water. It
is possible to develop the dipsticks for
colorimetric determination of Cl!
levels by the naked eye. After dipping
into aqueous tetrabutylammonium
chloride, a dipstick!s color slowly fades
at a rate that depends on the amount
of Cl! in the aqueous solution. The
fading process is due primarily to hydrolytic bleaching of the squaraine
chromophore within the rotaxane. That
is, association of Cl! to immobilized rotaxane induces macrocycle translocation and exposure of the electrophilic
C4O2 core of the squaraine station,
which is in turn attacked by the ambient moisture to produce a bleached
product.

ACHTUNGREium- and acridinium-based compounds that have several
technical limitations, chief among them are no intrinsic Cl!
recognition ability and emission wavelengths in the UV/
Vis.[3] Cl! is a collisional quencher for these compounds, and
thus sensing is indicated by a loss in fluorescence intensity.
Not surprisingly, these non-selective probes are susceptible
to interference by other analytes that can also induce
quenching. Improved performance would be gained from
next-generation Cl! chemosensors that exhibit “turn-on”
fluorescence, large changes in excited-state lifetimes, and
operate at the deep-red wavelengths or beyond (> 650 nm)
that are optimal for biological imaging applications.[4]
Operationally, optical chemosensors can be divided into
two groups; single-use sensors for batch-wise assays, and reversible sensors for continuous flow applications.[5] Dye displacement assays are good examples of the former group.[6]
To convert them into reversible sensing systems, however,
typically requires covalent tethering of the dye to the host
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scaffold which is synthetically challenging and also susceptible to problems with self-dimerization.[7] One-potential solution is to permanently encapsulate the dye inside a macrocycle to make a mechanically interlocked [2]rotaxane that exhibits binding-induced changes in co-conformation.[8] Despite the ongoing advances in rotaxane development, the
number of published optical rotaxane sensors is surprisingly
small and are primarily limited to fluorescent systems that
respond to changes in solvent polarity or metal cation concentration.[9] Recently, several new designs of anion-binding
rotaxanes have appeared;[10] however, the translation of
these systems into practically useful optical sensors remains
as a significant challenge in multiparameter molecular
design.[11]
Herein, we report on squaraine rotaxane 1 as a prototype
Cl! sensor that is endowed with several favorable optical
chemosensing features. The design of rotaxane 1 is based on
recent work in our group that demonstrated macrocycle 2
can encapsulate the deep-red, fluorescent squaraine dye 3 to
form a non-covalent, pseudorotaxane complex causing a
three-fold decrease in fluorescence quantum yield of the
dye.[12] Furthermore, addition of Cl! to the pseudorotaxane
solution induced displacement of the squaraine dye and a
rescue of the fluorescence intensity. In the same study, we
reported that “clicked capping” of stopper groups to the
ends of the pseudorotaxane produced the [2]rotaxane 1 but
its photophysical and chemosensing properties were not
evaluated. We now describe a series of NMR, steady-state
fluorescence, and excited-state lifetime measurements that
reveal the ability of 1 to reversibly sense Cl! in solution.
Additionally, we show that immobilization of this chemosensor creates a prototype dipstick system for fluorometric and
“naked eye” colorimetric detection of Cl! in aqueous solution.

Results and Discussion
We have previously described the 1H NMR spectrum of
squaraine rotaxane 1 in CDCl3 and compared it to spectra
of the free macrocycle and thread components.[12] The rotaxane exhibits strong anisotropic shielding of diagnostic squaraine and macrocycle peaks indicating that the surrounding
macrocycle resides over the central squaraine station in the
thread.[13] Squaraine rotaxane 1 is a permanently interlocked
molecule; the stopper groups are sufficiently large to ensure
that it does not dissociate upon dilution.[14] Furthermore,
mixing free thread component 4 and macrocycle 2 does not
produce any evidence of pseudorotaxane formation. For example, incremental addition of a large molar excess of 2 to a
solution of 4 in CHCl3 does not induce any changes in the
NMR chemical shifts or fluorescence quantum yield of 4.
Shown in Figure 1 a and b are the comparative changes in
1
H NMR spectra for rotaxane 1 induced by the addition of
one molar equivalent of tetrabutylammonium chloride
(TBA + Cl!), and the subsequent complete reversal of these
spectral changes when the Cl! is removed from the solution
by precipitation with a source of Na + . The reversible
changes in chemical shift for the thread and macrocycle protons suggest that Cl! association promotes macrocycle translocation from the central squaraine station to one of the two
triazole linkages in the thread component (Figure 2).[15] An

Figure 1. Partial 1H NMR spectra in CDCl3 and 22 8C: a) 1, b) 1 plus one
molar equivalent of TBA + Cl!, c) addition of one molar equivalent of
Na + BACHTUNGRE[3,5-ACHTUNGRE(CF3)2C6H3]4! to the previous mixture, which immediately produced a solid precipitate of NaCl (the BACHTUNGRE[3,5-ACHTUNGRE(CF3)2C6H3]4! peaks are denoted with asterisks), d) a 1:1:1 molar mixture of 2:4:TBA + Cl!.
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Figure 2. Cl! binding to rotaxane 1 induces macrocycle translocation and
relative changes in the listed molecular properties.

alternative explanation, that the added Cl! completely displaces the thread component from the rotaxane, can be dismissed for several reasons. The most obvious is direct comparison of the NMR spectrum of a solution of rotaxane 1
mixed with one molar equivalent of TBA + Cl! (Figure 1 b)
to the spectrum of a 1:1:1 mixture of macrocycle 2, thread 4,
and TBA + Cl! (Figure 1 d). In the latter case, the signals for
the thread protons 1–4 correspond to those observed independently for the free thread molecule, and they are very
different to the signals for the analogous protons 1–4 in Figure 1 b.[16]
A quantitative assessment of Cl! association was gained
by fluorescence titration studies. As shown in Figure 3 a, incremental addition of TBA + Cl! to a solution of 1 in CHCl3
at 25 8C produced an increase in fluorescence emission at
655 nm. The titration curve fitted very closely to a 1:1 binding model with a Cl! association constant of (340 " 10) m!1.
This is much lower than the Cl! association constant of
> 105 m!1 reported previously for the free macrocycle 2 in
CH2Cl2[17] and reflects the energetic cost to translocate the
macrocycle away from the squaraine station, a process that
disrupts squaraine/macrocycle NH hydrogen-bonding interactions. Saturation of the rotaxane with Cl! produces a
three-fold increase in fluorescence emission intensity at
655 nm, which is easily observed by the naked eye as a
much brighter red color (Figure 3 b). Taken together, the
fluorescence and NMR titration data strongly indicate that
hydrogen bonding of Cl! to the surrounding macrocycle in 1
induces macrocycle translocation away from the mechanically encapsulated squaraine station and alleviates partial
squaraine fluorescence quenching (Figure 2). The three-fold
change in fluorescence is similar to that seen previously with
pseudorotaxane complex 2#3. Another result that is consistent with the behavior of 2#3 is the semi-quantitative finding that rotaxane 1 exhibits a Cl!-selective response. For example, addition of TBA + salts (5 mm) to separate samples
of 1 (1 mm) in CHCl3 produced the following normalized
fluorescence enhancements: Cl! (2.7) > OAc! (1.6) >
H2PO4! (1.4) > I! (1.0).
The excited states of rotaxane 1 and free squaraine thread
component 4 were characterized quantitatively by time-correlated single photon counting, femtosecond transient absorption spectroscopy, and nanosecond laser flash photolysis.
2918
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Figure 3. a) Titration of TBA + Cl! into a solution of 1 (1 mm) in CHCl3 at
25 8C. Error bars for n = 3. b) Fluorescence emission from cuvettes irradiated with 365 nm light and containing 1 in CHCl3 before (left) and after
(right) saturation with TBA + Cl!.

The transient absorption spectroscopy and flash photolysis
revealed the characteristic squaraine absorption maxima for
singlet and triplet excited states at 470–480 nm and 560–
570 nm, respectively.[18] They occur at higher energies than
the ground-state absorption maxima of 1 and 4 at 645 and
635 nm, respectively.[12] The data from time-correlated single
photon counting (Figure 4 and Table 1) show that the excited singlet state lifetime, tS, for squaraine thread component
4 (3.1 ns) is more than two-times longer than rotaxane 1
(1.5 ns). The shorter lifetime of the rotaxane excited singlet
state is consistent with quenching of the encapsulated squaraine station by the surrounding macrocycle. Addition of
excess Cl! increases the excited singlet state lifetime for 1 to

Figure 4. Fluorescence decays in CHCl3 measured by time-correlated
single photon counting: a) prompt, b) 4 (52 mm), c) 1 (40 mm), d) 4
(52 mm) and TBA + Cl! (52 mm), e) 1 (44 mm) and (44 mm) TBA + Cl!. lex =
373 nm and fluorescence monitored at corresponding emission maxima.
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Table 1. Excited state data in CHCl3.[a]
excited singlet state
lmax (S1!Sn) [nm][b]
tS [ns][c]
excited triplet state
lmax (T1!Tn) [nm][d]
tT [ms][d]
De560 [m!1 cm!1][d,e]
fISC[d,f]

1

4

1 + TBA Cl

472
1.5

480
3.1

480
3.2

–
2.8

570
> 200
56 500
0.025

560
85
39 800
0.059

560
44
–
–

560
38
–
–

+

!

4 + TBA Cl
+

!

[a] Concentrations are listed in Figures 4 and 5, TBA + Cl! is 1000-fold
excess. [b] Femtosecond transient absorption spectroscopy. [c] Time-correlated single photon counting, lex = 373 nm. [d] Nanosecond laser flash
photolysis. [e] Molar absorption coefficient, determined by triplet-triplet
energy transfer using 9,10-dibromoanthracene as sensitizer.[20, 21] [f] Intersystem crossing (triplet) quantum yield, determined by relative actinometry using benzophenone as a standard.[20, 21]

3.2 ns so that it nearly matches that observed with free
squaraine 4 (2.8 ns) under the same conditions. This Cl!-promoted lengthening of rotaxane singlet state lifetime confirms the picture of Cl! association with 1 inducing lateral
translocation of the macrocycle so that it no longer quenches the excited singlet state of the encapsulated squaraine
station.
Both the encapsulated and free squaraine fluorophores, 1
and 4, respectively, undergo moderately efficient intersystem
crossing (ISC) to excited triplet states with ISC yields (fISC)
of 0.025 and 0.059, respectively (Table 1).[18] The relatively
lower ISC yield for 1 is due to quenching of the singlet excited state by the surrounding macrocycle as a competing
pathway. Interestingly, the presence of the surrounding macrocycle in 1 substantially prolongs the excited triplet state
lifetime tT (> 200 ms for 1 versus 85 ms for 4). This suggests
that the surrounding macrocycle sterically inhibits excited
triplet state deactivation pathways.[19] As shown in Figure 5,
addition of excess Cl! promotes efficient triplet state
quenching for both fluorophores, however, the substantial
reduction of triplet-state lifetime for 1 (from > 200 to 44 ms)
is much greater than the reduction observed for 4 (from 85
to 38 ms). This further supports the dynamic process in

Figure 5. Decay profiles for excited triplet states in CHCl3 generated by
pulse-irradiation (lex = 337 nm): a) 4 (135 mm), b) 1 (82 mm), c) 4 (135 mm)
and TBA + Cl! (135 mm), d) 1 (82 mm) and TBA + Cl! (82 mm). Monitoring
wavelengths were 570 and 560 nm for 1 and 4, respectively.
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Figure 2 showing Cl!-promoted macrocycle translocation
away from the encapsulated squaraine station so that it no
longer stabilizes the squaraine excited triplet state.
The next goal was to evaluate the practical potential of
chemosensor 1 by fabricating prototype dipsticks for detecting Cl! in aqueous samples. The dipsticks were prepared by
adsorbing 1 onto the ends of narrow, C18-coated, reversephase silica gel TLC plates. This was achieved by dipping
the ends of the dipsticks into a chloroform solution of 1 and
allowing the solvent to evaporate (Figure 6 a). The ability to
act as a reversible fluorescence sensor was evaluated using a
reflected fluorescence imaging machine that was equipped
with a charge-coupled device.[22] Shown in Figure 6 are a
series of fluorescence intensity images of one dipstick after
each of the following experimental steps: 1) no treatment,
2) dipping into an aqueous solution of TBA + Cl! (300 mm)
and quickly drying, a process that increased the integrated
intensity by a factor of eighteen, 3) rinsing with pure water
and drying, which removed the adsorbed TBA + Cl! and returned the dipstick to low fluorescence intensity, 4) a second
dipping into aqueous TBA + Cl! (300 mm) and drying, which
reverted the dipstick to high fluorescence intensity. The
sensing reversibility is readily apparent,[23] and the remarkable eighACHTUNGREteen-fold modulation in fluorescence intensity is
much higher than the three-fold change seen in homogeneous organic solution (see Figure 3). It appears that immobilization of 1 onto the dipstick greatly improves the signal dynamic range. The reasons for this unexpectedly favorable
finding are the focus of future studies. Control experiments
showed that the sensing effect is lost if the TBA + Cl! is replaced with TBA + PF6! or TBA + ClO4! demonstrating the
need for a hydrogen bonding anion. Also, there is no sens-

Figure 6. a) Photograph of a typical dipstick composed of rotaxane 1 adsorbed onto the end of a C18-coated, reverse-phase silica gel plate.
b) Graph of integrated fluorescence intensity, I, (filter set, ex: (630 "
30) nm, em: (700 " 30) nm) for the coated end of the same dipstick after
each of the following experimental steps: 1) no treatment, 2) dipping into
aqueous solution of TBA + Cl! (300 mm) and drying for 10 min, 3) rinsing
with pure water and drying for 10 min, 4) second dipping into a aqueous
solution of TBA + Cl! (300 mm) and drying for 10 min. Located above
each experiment number (Exp) is the false-colored fluorescence intensity
image.
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ing response if the TBA + Cl! is replaced with Na + Cl!,
matching the literature expectation that only lipophilic ionpairs can transfer from aqueous solution into the reversephase coating of the dipstick.[24] This means that in practical
applications the sample under analysis would have to be
spiked with a source of phase transfer cation, which in some
cases may be a technical limitation.
As shown in Figure 7, it is also possible to “develop” the
dipsticks for colorimetric detection of Cl! by the naked eye.
After dipping in aqueous TBA + Cl!, a dipstick!s color slowly
fades at a rate that depends on the amount of Cl! in the
aqueous solution. The images in Figure 7 show dipsticks that

Conclusion
Association of Cl! with squaraine rotaxane 1 causes a substantial change in rotaxane co-conformation. This reversible,
machine-like motion induces a concurrent modulation of
technically useful optical properties, including “turn-on”
deep-red fluorescence that is highly compatible with biological and environmental samples, significant differences in excited-state lifetimes, and changes in the developed color of
prototype Cl!-sensing dipsticks. It should be possible to improve the sensing performance by producing next generation squaraine rotaxanes with increased Cl! affinity and selectivity,[10, 11] increased amount of fluorescence quenching
relief upon binding, and optimized dipsticks that can detect
the presence of hydrophilic salts like Na + Cl!.[26, 27]

Experimental Section
Compounds 1, 2, 3 and 4 were synthesized according to previously published methods.[12, 13b] Femtosecond transient absorption experiments were
conducted using a 1 kHz amplified Ti/sapphire laser system combined
with an optical detection system. The fundamental output of the laser
(775 nm, 1 mJ per pulse, pulse width 150 fs) was directed through a
second harmonic generator to provide the 387 nm excitation wavelength
used in all the experiments. Nanosecond laser flash photolysis experiments were carried out with a 355 nm laser pulse from a Nd/YAG laser
operated at 1 mJ and a 337 nm laser pulse from a nitrogen laser operated
at 2 mJ. All solutions were deoxygenated by bubbling N2 for 10 min prior
to the experiment. Emission lifetimes were measured using a time-correlated single photon counting system with a 373 nm diode at a 1 kHz repetition rate and a 1.1 ns pulse width.
Figure 7. Naked eye detection of Cl! concentration using dipsticks coated
with immobilized 1. The five identical dipsticks were dipped into aqueous
solutions containing: 1) 0 m, 2) 0.2 m, 3) 0.5 m, 4) 0.8 m, 5) 1.0 m, TBA + Cl!.
a) After drying for 10 min and sitting for 20 min; b) after sitting for a further 3 h.

have faded after sitting on the bench top for three hours.
The differences in color intensity allows aqueous Cl! concentrations to be distinguished semi-quantitatively over the
range 0.2–1.0 m. Control experiments show that dipstick
fading occurs in the dark (albeit at a slightly lower rate) and
that it is greatly accelerated at higher temperatures. This
suggests that the fading process is due primarily to hydrolytic bleaching of the squaraine chromophore in 1. That is, association of Cl! to immobilized rotaxane 1 induces macrocycle translocation and exposure of the electrophilic C4O2 core
of the squaraine station (Figure 2), which is in turn attacked
by the ambient moisture to produce a bleached product.
This rationalization is supported by previous studies demonstrating that the rate for nucleophilic bleaching of squaraine
rotaxanes depends heavily on the steric protection provided
by the encapsulating macrocycle.[13b, 25]
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General procedure to prepare and image dipsticks: Commercial C18coated, reverse-phase silica plates (5 # 1.5 cm) that did not contain any
fluorescent indicator were submerged in a CHCl3 solution of 1 (1 mm)
for 1–2 s and then allowed to dry in the open air. A fluorescence intensity
image of the coated end of the dipstick was acquired using a wide-field
fluorescent imaging station configured for epifluorescence (filter set, ex:
(630 " 30) nm, em: (700 " 30) nm, 1 s acquisition time, no binning, f-stop
2.8). After background correction, Region of Interest image analysis was
conducted using the ImageJ v1.40 software program available for free
download at http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij. The dipstick was submerged in an
aqueous solution of TBA + Cl! (300 mm) for 1–2 s and allowed to dry superficially by firmly pressing against paper towels for 10 min, then
imaged as described above.
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